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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an attempt to comoile the available facts
concerning the life of one of America's minor bat enduring
writers, and to evaluate her writings, and give critical and
illustrative comment on that part of her work that seems to
be most enduring.
Chapter 1. New England in the 'Nineties
The New England writer and the New England scene have
been adequately and brilliantly treated in many works. From
two of these critical histories I have drawn briefly, to set
the background for Mrs. Freeman's work and life. I have used
that part of the criticisms that present New England and its
village life in terms of a theory of growth, flowering and
decay. It is of the small and isolated New England village
that Mrs. Freeman writes, in a definite period of its devel-
opment: the declining years of the Puritan tradition. One
must understand the Puritan 'drama' in its entirety to fully
understand Mrs. Freeman's stories, and conversely, a study
of her stories yields a greater understanding of the long and
majestic sweep of Puritanism in America.
Chapter 2. Miss Wilkins is Introduced
The new literary center of America, New York, is
presented informally through some of its gossip and affectation.
The basis of the chapter is the newspaper and magazine
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accounts of the meetings of a literary society to which
Mrs. Freeman was invited.
It emohasizes, or throws into relief, the isolated
personality of Mrs. Freeman, both socially and artistically.
Chapter 3« "The Worker Passes
Chapter 4. "The Latter Days of Commonness"
The facts of Mrs. Freeman’s life are given here, as
comoletely as I have been able to find them, through contem-
porary interviews, from reminiscences of friends, from
family and town histories; and her own account of the first
attempts in writing.
After 1902 Mrs. Freeman left New England, and this
change, for one reason or another, serves to divide her work
The later writing is imitative, inferior and alien to that
New England scene in which she had worked so effectively. I
have atteraoted to account for the changed character of her
work through three influences: a studied and imitative
craftmanship reolaced the earlier soontaneous expression;
great popularity as a successful writer turned her from more
serious themes; and the substitution of an alien environment
and characters for the New England scene.
Chaoter 5. "The Far-off Celtic Strain"
A selection of Mrs. Freeman’s early poems. She wrote
poetry throughout her career, but with declining success.
This material is either uncollected, or out of print.
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Chapter 6. The New England Scene
The range and characteristics of Mrs. Freeman's best
work in the New England scene are discussed with illustrative
selections
:
(1) The New England village in its change from a quiet
and agricultural town to the industrialized city, as treated
by Mrs. Freeman in her only labor novel The Portion of Labor .
(2) The New England scene of the past: Salem in 1692, in
Giles Corey, Yeoman
. (3) 3Jhe New England village as shown
in Pembroke
,
the story of six people for whom Destiny in the
guise of the Past and Habit brings about a dark end to their
lives. (4) The village as portrayed in the short stories,
treated here in terras of certain themes that recur in her
stories
.
Chapter 7. Style is the Woman
A critical 'study of Mrs. Freeman's method of composition
and technique, and the influences that produced it: her
compression, use of dialogue and setting, her use of dialect.
ChaoterS. "The Last Act? of the Puritan Drama"
The over-all view of the scene: Mrs. Freeman's short
stories, characters, villages, studied in terms of that decline
or decay or Indian summer that was or is the end of the
Puritan history; an attemot is made to show that the 'last act'
closes most tragically where the kinship to the Puritan
tradition is comoletely lost.
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VILLAGE AESCHYLUS: MARY WILKINS FREEMAN
A Critical Biography
c
Mary Wilkins Freeman. . .the grim recorder of the
last act of the Puritan drama*.
•
Frederick Lewis Pattee *
* Introduction to Modern Classics Edition of A NEW ENGLAND
NUN Haroer & Bros., 1920
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NEW ENGLAND IN THE NINETIES

NEW ENGLAND IN THE NINETIES
^any people have pointed out similarities in the devel-
opment of cultures; a kind of youth, manhood, and old age
in their progress. A country, or section of country begins
with a diversity of peoples and backgrounds; there follows
a period of assimilation, and the emergence of the new, the
unified, the individualistic.
Van Wyck Brooks expresses this in terms of New England:
"...this movement of mind in New England followed the
typical pattern of the ’culture-cycle* as Spengler has
convincingly described it... Here we have a homogeneous
people living close to the soil, unconscious, intensely
religious, unexpressed in art and letters, with a strong
sense of home and fatherland. One of its towns becomes a
'culture-city', for Boston, with Cambridge and Concord con-
sidered as suburbs, answers to this name, which Spengler
accords to Florence, Bruges, and Weimar; as no other town
has answered in either of the Americas. There is a spring-
ing feeling in the air, a joyous sense of awakening, a free
creativeness, an unconscious oride expressed in the found-
ing of institutions, intellectual, humanitarian, artistic...
There is a moment of eauipose, a widesoread flowering of the
imagination, in which the thoughts and feelings of the
peoole, with all their faiths and hopes, find expression.
The culture-city dominates the country... Then gradually
the mind, detached from the soil, grows more and more self-
conscious. Contradictions arise within it, and worldlier
arts supolant the large free ingenuous forms... Whatform-
erly grew from the soil begins to be planned. The Hawthornes
yield to the Henry Jameses. Over-intelligent, fragile,
cautious, and doubtful, the soul of the culture-city loses
the self-confidence and joy that have marked its early
development, —it is filled with a presentiment of the end;
and the culture city itself surrenders to the world-city, --
Boston surrenders to New York—which stands for cosmopol-
itan deracination. What has once been vital becomes provin-
cial; and the sense that one belongs to a dying race
dominates and poisons the creative mind." (1)
The Flowering of New England pp. 526-7.
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Boston In the eighteen-nineties had about it that quiet
air of fatigue and loss— the sense that the future lay out-
side their vision. In 1893 Barrett Wendell remarked:
"We are vanishing into provincial obscurity. America
has swept from our grasp, the future is beyond us." (1)
The early 'nineties saw the last of the great men
gone: Lowell, 1891 ; Whittier, 1892 ; Parkman, 1894-; Holmes,
1894 .
The cleavage between the rural and the urban was deep.
It was the day of bird sanctuaries, of societies to preserve
the flora and fauna. As the cities pushed the rural areas
farther inland, it was the day of nostalgic Adirondack
literature, of the simple life. If the city-dweller lost
kinship with the soil, the country-dweller lost kinship with
the city: it was the day of the "summer visitor", who was
as unbelievable and foreign to the rural inhabitants as
they the "natives" were to the visitors. There was the
comolete breakdown of the earlier fused culture; and in the
uncertain and dark future, there seemed to be nothing to
march forward to.
In its weariness and loss, Boston began to collect
weird religions, -or religions that certainly would have
appeared strange and pagan to Cotton Mather. But the new
religions gave Boston a release to a strange and glowing
(1) Parrlngton: Ealn Currents in American Thought p. 409
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world where it forget : swamis and mystics walked sedate
Beacon Street; the Anglo-Catholic Church made its appear-
ance; and last, but not least, Mrs. Eddy converted the
troubled and failing soul of Boston to the doctrine of
eternal health.
If Boston were at the end, or appeared to be, what of
that vast hinterland of New England she took her life fromZ
Parrington writes:
"Mary E. Wilkins was only one of a number of writers
whose minds were preoccupied with the ends of things,
families running out, forlorn old women, ramshackle dwell-
ings, lone eccentrics. The almshouse and the vintage
pensioner figured largely in these stories... All these
authors took fag-ends for granted. Their theme was
desolation doing its best, or so it seemed to Boston
readers; and up and down the scale, ifrom roots to flowers
the New England mind repeated its tale of exhaustion." (1)
(1) Parrington: Main Currents in American Thought p.4ll
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MISS WILKINS IS INTRODUCED
TO THE LITERARY WORLD

MISS WILKINS IS INTRODUCED TO THE LITERARY WORLD
The summer and Indian summer of New England may have
been over; but in neighboring New York it was spring; at
least as far as arts and letters were concerned. The seeds
of "culture" were germinating lustily there. True, the
Bostonians might be inclined to regard the New Yorkers
and their culture with a well-bred aversion; in somewhat the
same manner as they might regard a bright green cater-
pillar among the lettuce leaves in a salad; but the New
Yorkers were quite undismayed. To the New Yorker, the
cultural life of New England was a carefully-grown hot-house
flower producing exotic and fragile blossoms; or it was
dried and faded like a sprig of mayflower pressed between
the pages of grandfather's copy of Rafcph Waldo Emerson.
At the end of the century, in New York, that most
amazing manifestation of the hunger for art, had made its
appearance: the Literary Club.
"One of Brooklyn's most interesting institutions is
that known as Mrs. Field's Literary Club. Every year the
Club gives a reception at the home of one or another of its
members, and those who are so fortunate as to receive
invitations accept them without delay even if it involves
a journey from New York to Brooklyn Heights." (1)
In the year 1892 the annual meeting of the Club was a
gala affair. A prominent author was to give readings from
his works; a man who was not merely an American, that is,
(1) Critic: January 18, 1896
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he was not provincial. He was an American, yes; his
parents were bom here, and he was a nephew of Julia Ward
Howe; but there was no mud of Missouri on his shining boots:
he had not crossed the Hudson. His crossings had been over
the Atlantic. Bom in Tuscany, and appearing in America
only to enter Harvard University (and to forsake it
promptly for Cambridge and Heidelburg) Francis Marion
Crawford was a flaming and fantastic personality w;iO had all
the ingredients to make him lionized and adored by the
literati, as had many others, from Oscar Wilde to Isadora
Duncan
.
To the meeting of the Literary Club in 1892, all the
best representatives of New York’s cultural society were
to appear; and invitations were also sent to some of the
more gifted and popular American authors; in the hope,
perhaps, that some of those popular and gifted authors
might lose some of their provincialism.
One invitation was sent to a young lady who lived a
secluded and lonely life in a small town south of Boston.
Her name was Mary Wilkins, and she had become well-
known to readers of Haroer* s through her popular verses
for children; and for vivid and terse portrayals of some
of the quaint people in the old New England villages • She
*
was both provincial and uncultured, and, save for her own
efforts, uneducated. The dust of the new England village
was on her boots; and her fame, obviously, had not spread
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to Mr, Crawford in Italy.
The meeting was a great success; but in the months that
followed, stories began to be circulated that Mr. Crawford
had ' snubbed ' this little American 'genius’.
The newspapers took up the affair, and succeeded in
making a tempest in a teapot of the whole affair. No one
seemed, however, to be able to give a first-hand and definite
account of the occasion that began the whole thing.
For the meeting in 1895 Mrs. Field tried to clear up
the matter by bringing the two together again; but from
her seclusion in Randolph, Massachusetts, where she lived
with friends. Miss Wilkins declined the invitation:
"My dear Mrs. Field:
Thank you very much for all this
interesting news about Mr. Crawford. Of course I
saw the notices in the papers at the time, and people
often spoke of the matter to me...
I admire Mr. Crawford so much
I dislike to think he should consider me so silly
as to be hurt, because in such a crowded assembly
he did not single me out from the others, and
begin to talk about my little stories. I was glad
that he did not, because I went to see him, and
not for him to see me..." (1)
Mr. Crawford also declined:
"I have always remembered with pleasure my reading
at your Club three years ago as having been the
first I gave in this country, and one of the most
pleasant. There was indeed that little story
-
( 1 ) Miss Wilkins and Mr. Crawford at Mrs» Field's
Literary Club Critic: January l8, 1896
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about Miss Wilkins. Do you know, I shook hands
with two or three hundred people whose names
were murmured in the air quite outside my hearing;
and for all I know of an introduction, Miss
Wilkins might have been the Queen of the Cannibal
Islands." (1)
So the whole thing seemed to be unintentional; and
the Literary Club was happy again. Perhaps the Club read
its own wishes into Mr. Crawford's actions.
But the meeting of 1995 minus Miss Wilkins and Mr.
Crawford was most successful. The explanatory letters were
read, and all went well. It was a large gathering; Margaret
Deland and Kate Douglas Wiggin were there; as was Dr.
Everett Hale from Boston. The topic of the discussion was:
"The Value of the Novel as Helping Us to Understand Present
Social Conditions".
And how was the fascinating Mr. Crawford to know that
America would be remembering and re-reading Miss Wilkins'
little stories, when his were forgotten? The stories of
a woman who was drab and grim and something of a recluse;
one who couldn't write the language with grace or felicity?
There was little love of the American scene in Mr.
Crawford's makeup. He returned only once to America,
thereafter --to learn Sanskrit at Harvard University, that he
might go to India and edit a magazine. He grew wealthy
from his writings, and lived in the charm and color of
U) Ibid
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Sorrento and was finally to end his long spiritual search
in the multitudinous certainties of the Roman Catholic
Chu rch
.
And who was this person who might have been, for all
Mr. Crawford knew, the Queen of the Cannibal Islands?
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THE WORKER PASSES
The facts regarding Mrs. Freeman's life are meagre and
scattered. She had no close friends or relatives; she left
no letters. She never wrote or talked about herself. She
was a great admirer of Emily Bronte, and it seems that she
emulated Miss Bronte in her passionate absorption in her work
and in the self-imoosed isolation from those among whom she
lived.
In an article giving advice to young writers Mrs.
Freeman wrote:
"I think first of all that the writer ought to leave
herself out of the whole orooosition. Her own emotions and
personal experiences are intensely interesting to her and a
doting few, but the world at large cares nothing for them.
They are looking for the work, and not especially for the
worker. . . The worker passes, but the work lives if it is good
work, and that is all that really matters." (1)
She not only keot herself out of her writings, but she
also kept herself out of a biography.
If Mrs. Freeman in her work shows a kinship to Haw-
thorne, it may be because both had a kindred ancestry. Both
came from old and prominent Salem Puritans, and both had a
wi tch-hunting judge in the family tree. The Wilkinses had
settled in Salem a few years after the founding of that town,
and Bray wilkins had served with Judge Hathorne at the witch-
craft trials.
Mrs. Freeman's father was the first of the family to
(1) From" The Young Girl Who Wants to Write"
..
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break away from Salem. He settled in Randolph, a town a few
miles south of Boston, near Quincy; and it was here that
Miss Wilkins was bom January 7, 1862.
Joseoh Chamberlain, collaborator with Miss Wilkins on
The Long Arm wrote of her father:
"The Puritan seemed to survive in him as it does in
thousands of other Yankees of the finer and unsordid type,
merely in a sort of exaggerated nervousness, conscientious-
ness, and general unworldliness. He was an architect of the
old time: trained in the building trades, rather than in the
schools
. (1)
Her mother was of the Holbrook family who had settled the
neighboring town, and given it its name. They have been
described as genteel. (2)
When Miss Wilkins was eleven years old, the family
moved to Brattleboro, Vermont, where her father kept a general
store. She wrote of the effect of Vermont on her:
"Sometimes I wonder if the marvelous beauty of that
locality was not largely instrumental in making me try to
achieve anything ." (3)
As a girl, there was a great similarity between her and
Emily Bronte. Both were shy, self-contained, and isolated;
both were great readers and dreamers; both of a health too
delicate to enable them to attend school. Miss Wilkins has
left a record of herself when young in some of her best
(1)
'Mary Wilkins At Home: Critic : March, 5, 1893
(2)
l
'New England, Mother of America'
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Nancy ^ren in A Gentle Ghost
Diantha in The Prism
Emraaline in Little -Girl -Afraid-of-a-Dog
She was self-educated. When she was eight, she was
sent to Mount Holyoke Seminary, but after a ye *r her health
forced her to give it up. In Brattleboro she attended a
boarding-school as a day-ouoil for a short time, with the
same result.
She read a great deal, however. She wrote:
"I read Dickens, and Thackeray, and Poe, and some
translations of Goethe. I also read translations from the
Greek. I remember being delighted at a very early age with
some of the Greek philosophers, I cannot remember which. I
was on intimate terms with mythological people. I read Ossian;
I read a lot of poetry." (1)
Diantha in The Prism seems to be a study of Miss Wilkins
at this time; the girl who, through a cut-glass pendant which
she took from the parlor lamp, saw the whole world of the
fairies, and who, as she told of her visions, had "in her
eyes, a light not of her day and generation; maybe inherited
from some far-off ancestor... a strain of imagination which
had survived the glaring light of latter days of commonness.
Miss Wilkins lived in Brattleboro until she was twenty-
one. Here at that time, tragedy struck swiftly; exerting
probably a strong effect on her later personality: her only
sister, and her mother died; and a year later came the death
of her father. In 1883 she found herself alone in the world,
(1) Lanier, H. W., editor; Best Stories of M. W. Freeman
Hamers Bros. New York 1926
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and she returned to Randolph, where she made her home with
Miss Mary wales, an old school chum; where she continued to
live until her marriage in 1902 to Dr. Charles Freeman.
In these years she was virtually alone in the world,
with a only aunt dependent on her for supoort; and there was
very little money. It became of immediate importance that
she find some means of supoort; and as her own education
had been so sooradic, teaching, almost the only profession
open to her sex, was imoossible. She had been interested
in Painting and in writing. She describes her beginnings:
"i did not want to write at all. I wanted to be an
artist, but for lack of paint, etc., and sufficiency of pens,
ink, and paoer, I wrote.
"I started with poems, religious. I took myself quite
seriously then, in my work. I showed these pious efforts to
a Vermont clergyman, and he told me I was a genius, or words
to that effect. I thought he knew. Fortunately I never
offered these early poems for publication, and they are non-
existent.
‘'Then I wrote children's verses for a little Fall River
magazine. It did not pay, but the editor was extremely
kind: she wrote me encouraging letters which really meant
more than dollars, though the family purse was very lean.
''Next I wrote verse and stories for the defunct Wide
Awake, for ten dollars per. They were later collected in
book form.
"I wrote my first adult story, a fifty-doUar-pri ze tale
for a Boston paper. It was called A Shadow Family
,
and was
a poor imitation of Dickens...
'Then I wrote Two Old Lovers and Miss Booth accepted it
for Harper's Bazaar,* and sent me a check for twenty-five
dollars
.
"She accepted it by the merest chance, for she thought
at first sight that it was written by a chi ’ d the writing
was so unformed; she nearly threw it away, but something
arrested her attention; she read it and accepted it.
"After that very little was returned...
" I could not readily abandon my desire to be an artist.
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With a portion of that twenty-five dollars I bought paints
and started in to paint. I found I could mix colors, but
could not paint, and had sense enough to relinquish art." (1)
"I was forced to work for my mere living, and of course
continued writing, which I had already begun, although when
my father, the last of the family, died, I had earned very 11
little,.* I wrote no more vers de societe, no more Che rrie s
in Blosso m. .
.
'‘Circumstances seemed to make it imperative for me to
do that one thing;" (i.e. write short stories) "and no other.
I did not think much about it at the time. I think more
about it now.
"What directed me to the short story? I think the
answer is very simole. The short story did not take so long
to write, and it was easier, and of course I was not sure of
my own ability to write even the short story, much less
a novel." (2)
In 1887, twenty-eight of her short stories were pub-
lished in a collection called A Humble Romance and Other
Stories . The New York Critic
,
the leading critical journal
of the day, dismissed it with seven lines of patronizing
praise
.
Her Popularity came suddenly and by way of England. Her
volume was praised enthusiastically there; and travellers
returning reported that there was a kind of 'craze' over
Mary Wilkins in England. In 1891, with the publication of
A New England Nun her popularity here was assured. For the
next decade she wrote hundreds of stories, all bare of
elaboration, often crude in style, but always with an
unmistakable power and vitality. She kept to the New England
scene she knew so well and its village life. It
(1) Best Stories of Mary E. Wi lkins H W. Lanier
(2) Sidelights on American Literature
,
F.W. Pattee
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was the golden oeriod of her genius.
She continued to live in Randolph. Friends there said
that Miss Wilkins was not at home in the literary circles of
Boston and New York, and preferred living among the old
friends of her childhood.
There are two published interviews with her during
these years:
"in the pleasant white house after coining up the
narrow walk, with a flaming honeysuckle outshining all the
other flowers crowding on either side of the walk, Miss
Wilkins and her friends rested in her sitting-room. . .on the
right of the hall, a cool pleasant room with matting on the
floor, a piano, a big white-painted rocking-chair, an
alcove with shelves for books, with a bamboo curtain sway-
ing before it. Between the two front windows on a little
table were a few books. There was a note from Miss Sarah
J ewett ...
Her rooms are in the old part of the house, and the
fireplace and oven are all there..." (1)
"She writes upstairs in a room that looks easterly
over the electric cars to the woods and the hills. She uses
a typewriter because of many blunders by typesetters, and
because her handwriting is picturesque and illegible. She
averages a thousand words a day; sometimes her work masters
her and she goes on for a long time, and is exhausted and
disoriented from daily affairs..." (2)
In her twenties she has been described as: tittle,
frail -looking, with a quantity of Dale brown hair, dark
blue eyes with a direct look, a clear frank expression,
eyes that readily grow bright with fun.
(1) Mary Wilkins ^t Home, M. C. Smith
(2) " " " "
,
J. E. Chamberlain
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Acquaintances in Randolph who remember her in her youth
state that she was a very shy girl, and never played with
them (her delicate health may have been at least a partial cause
of this.
A picture of Miss Wilkins at this time is printed in
The Critic for March 5, 1398. The "far-off Celtic strain" is
very evident; the face has a wrapt, mystical light over it.
Nowhere is there a hint of the comolete detachment, the shrewd
insight, that characterize her work. What the years between
1390 and 1905 when the two oortraits included here were done,
held for her no one knows; but the change is startling. The
trapoings and the finery seem only to bring out more intensely
the grim mouth, the Cassandra-like eyes.
f
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" THE LATTER DAYS OF COMMONNESS 11
Mrs. Freeman's work is divided roughly into two periods
the early New England scene; and the later, experimental,
more popular, and inferior.
There are three known influences ^hat might have caused
change, the date of which may be roughly set at 1900.
First, her removal from New England, and the villages
she knew and wrote about. She was a frequent contributor
to Haroer 1 s
,
and at the home of the editor she met Dr.
Charles Freeman of New Jersey. They were married in 1902,
and for the remainder of her life Mrs. Freeman lived in
Metuchen, New Jersey, where the Freeman family had exfcen -
sive lumber interests. Her old life of isolation, childhood
memories and friends was gone. She came into contact with
a newer social world; and with the literary circles of
New York. From 1905 on, her work is notable only for its
bulk. There were many novels: period pieces concerned with
the fads and foibles of the times, like The Jamesons s and
historical romances in imitation of When Knighthood was
in Flower
,
such as The Heart's Highway ; in all there were
five such novels, all written with both eyes on the market.
Secondly, the popularity of her early stories brought
a self-consciousness to her work. The critics, in early
praise of her, likened her work to de Maupassant, to
Checkov; to Jane Austen. In the beginning of her career
she seemed always to be afraid of reading other authors, of
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their influence on her. If this was true, she was
unconsciously acting for her own best interests. When she
began to "J.morove n her writing she only weakened it.
She was not unlike the scientist in Hawthorne's Birthmark
who would rid his wife of her one blemish, and succeeded,
but only at the price of her life.
The Heart's Highway is full of purple patches; and
even Madelon as early as 1895 is full of extraneous and
imitative background:
"Set me down anywhere in the woods when there's a
wind blowing, and I'll tell ye the name of the trees, if
it's so dark ye can't see a leaf, by the way the boughs
blow. The maoles strike out stiff like dead man's arms,
and the elms lash like snakes, and the pine trees stir all
together like women."
The passage might almost be lifted from The Woodlanders .
During this period, however, she wrote a number of
ghost stories, that are inferior to none. Pattee writes
of them:
As a teller of ghost stories few have surpassed her.
She has no tales of vulgar horror; the usual machinery of
such stories she throws away; the boundaries between the
seen and the unseen she does not set." (1)
The third influence is more conjectural. Just what
effect the oopularity and large financial return from
writing is having on the American author in the twentieth
(1) Introduction: Modern Classics Edition: A New England
Nun Haroer $ Pros. N. Y. 1919
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century must remain for some future historian who can see
the problem and the effect more clearly.
Would the works of Hawthorne and Melville suffer, had
they received the oopularity and early fin^ncial success
that was to be customary with the later writers? Would
they have written with the same continual integrity to their
own genius? Would Mrs. Freeman's work have gained, and
her stature A greater, had she done all her work in isolation,
and been unacknowledged?
The immense financial return from writing undoubtedly
stimulates more writing; and the general tone is thereby
lifted; but does it also, in raising the valleys, level
the mountains? Does it polish the stones, but dim the
diamonds?
The range of Mrs. Freeman's writing is long. From
the first in 1884 to ^dgewater People in 1918, there is
an uninterruoted flow; but only the earlier work remains.
She continued to live in New Jersey until her death in
1930. Much of her life and activity there is unknown, a
litigation over the will of her husband alienated most of
his relatives and her friends from her.*
In 1926 she and ^dith Wharton the first two women
to receive the honor were elected to the National institute
of Arts and Sciences; and earlier the same year, she
*See Aooendix 11
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received the Gold Medal for Distinction in Fiction from
the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
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"THE FAR-OFF CELTIC STRAIN..."

Throughout her life Mrs. Freeman continued to write
poetry for magazines. These poems have not been collected
and published; and probably they will not be. Typical
examples are included in the Appendix, p. jq “Pastels in
«•
Prose reads like a purple patch by a gifted freshman girl;
and the remainder of her poetry suffers from the same
qualities that make her stories so good: the unadorned and
'gasping' sentence structure; the awkward phrasing. The
poems are heavy, and opaque; and many of them reflect the
Valentine-day sentimentality of her time.
In her youth, however, Miss Wilkins wrote some very
lovely lyrics, and verses for children.
When she began writing her stories, she said: "No more
Cherries in Blossom; no more vers de societe..." It is a
pity, as one can see by reading Now is the Cherry in Blossom .
It would be a credit to any anthology:
NOW IS THE CHERRY IN BLOSSOM
Now is the cherry in blossom, Love,
Love of my heart, with the apole to follow;
Over the village at nightfall now
Merrily veers and darts the swallow.
At nightfall now in the dark marsh grass
Awakes the chorus that sings old sorrow;
The evening star is dim in the dew
And the apple and lilac will bloom to-morrow.
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The honeysuckle is red on the rock;
The willow floats over the brook like a feathe
l
In every shadow some love lies hid
And you and I in the world together.
Or the following, with its suggestion of Emily
Bronte
:
MORNING- LIGHT
When I was young in morning light
My Lord Love, so fond, pursued me;
I tried to hide me from his sight,
He always found and sweetly wooed me.
Now I am old, in twilight dim.
My Lord Love wooes me no longer;
And I s one times I fancy him
Less fair than when the light was stronger.
And yet he seems so kind to me,
He may be my Lord Death, his brother;
The likelihood of that I see
With outcast Eve, of both the mother.
^ut both my Lords of Love and Death
May be one god for human pleading,
- -
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tfhile men on earth draw mortal breath,
And Death be Love, when hearts are bleeling.
• * •

THE NEW ENGLAND SCENE
The Portion of Labor
Giles Corey, Yeoman
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THE PORTION OF LABOR
Though Boston in the Eighties and Nineties was sure
the new and rising America was passing her by, and the
New England writers were chronicling the fag-ends and
quaint characters of the New England towns; yet for years
there was a deeo and hidden revolution under way. In a
hundred or more towns from Maine to Connecticut, industry
was coming in; and the swift waters of numerous rivers were
turning new water-wheels. The Yankee, transferring that
ingenuity and shrewdness of old to inventions and mech-
anical skills saw little reason to be so concerned as his
Boston cousins were in the Indian summer that had settled
over the land.
Then, too, the 'foreigners' were coming in: Swedes,
and Irish and Polish, living at first in conditions that
dre?/ only scorn from the older settlers and oftentimes the
objects of sudden and brutal race prejudice. Yet many of
the same older settlers lived long enough to see the
'foreigners' rise swiftly through the economic and social
'classes' and to inherit and rejuvenate the stagnant towns.
Miss Wilkins knew from first-hand knowledge the story
of one of those towns: a town that was tyoical of most of
the others. Brockton, the town that adjoined Miss
Wilkins' Ranioloh, and drew into its orbit the many towns
surrounding, showed a trem endous growth and change in
the fifty years that followed the Civil ar. Brockton
.'V.' i ! - . w . .
,
'
.
0
.
became the foremost shoe -manufacturing city in theworld.* *
It is this 'new 1 New England that forms the background
of Miss Wilkins
V|
only attempt to deal with the rising
industrialism in her New England villages.
The Portion of Labo r picks up the theme where it had
been dropped a generation earlier by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
Ellen Brewster, a village girl, chooses to enter the shoe
factories as worker rather than go to college. At her
*
high school Commencement her speech is a bold attack against
the factory owners and their exploitation of the workers.
With the machine itself, she has no quarrel. She goes to the
mill for the first time:
"Scared she was not; she was fairly exultant. All at
once she entered a vast room in which eager men were already
at the machines with frantic zeal as if they were driving
labor herself. When she felt the vibration of the floor
under her feet, when she saw people spring to their stations
as if springing to guns in a battle, she realized the might
and grandeur of it all. Suddenly it seemed to her that the
greatest thing in the whole world was work, and this was one
of the greatest forms of work— to cover the feet of progress
of the travellers of the earth from the cradle to the grave.
She realized all at once and forever the digfiity of labor,
this girl of the people, with a brain which enabled her to
overlook the heads of the rank and file of which she herself
formed a part. She never again, whatever her regret might
have been for another life for which she was. better fitted,
which her taste Preferred, had any sense of ignominy in this.
She never again felt that she was too good for her labor,
for labor had revealed itself to her like a goddess behind a
sordid veil." (l)
Nevertheless she is ready to fight for a return to the
(1) Portion of Labor Harper & Bros. N. Y. 1901
page 350
* See Appendix 111, p. 37
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workers of a larger share of their earnings; but when the
strike she helps organize, fails, she contemplates the
misery that has been spread; and asks:
"’I wonder,’ she said to herself, 'if after all,
inequality of possessions is not a part of the system of
creation, if the righting of them is not beyond the
flaming sword of the garden of Eden? I wonder if the one
who tries to right them forcibly is not meddling and
usurping the part of the Creator, and bringing down wrath
and confusion upon the heads of others? I wonder if it is
wise, to make those who have no voice in the matter, suffer
for it—the helpless women and children? ' " (1)
Throughout this one and only attempt of Miss Wilkins
to probe into and solve the i®ew and terrible industrial-
ism that in the beginning seemed to offer a new life to
the villages, but was finally threatening to over-run
completely the fabric of old New England life, there is a
vast and deep sympathy for the oppressed and powerless
worker; and there is a kind of justice: a mystical. Biblical
vision that brings all the pieces together; a synthesis
not unlike some of those her Puritan forefathers had found
when they too had wrestled with the problem of Man and his
changing world:
"Andrew quoted again from the old King of Wisdom
’I withheld not my heart from any joy, for my heart
rejoices in all my labor.' Then Andrew thought-— of all
the toilsome lives of those beside him, of all the work
which they had done with their poor knotted hands, of the
tracks which they had worn on the earth towards their
graves with their weary feet, and suddenly he seemed to
(1) Ibid. p. 519
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grasp a new and further meaning for that verse of
Ecclesiastes
.
He seemed to see that labor is not alone for itself,
nor for what it accomplishes of the tasks of the world,
nor for its equivalent in silver and gold, not even for
the end of human happiness and love, but for the growth
in character of the laborer.
’That is the portion of labor, ' he said. " (1)
Here Miss Wilkins joins Elizabeth Gaskell ( Mary Barton )
,
but with a great difference: here in the Portion of Labor
the revolutionary violence, and the workers' confederation
against the owners loom largely. The novel points clearly
toward Frank Norris and Jack London, and to the clearly
defined ’radical’ labor novel of the twentieth century,
despite the acceptance of Andrew and the mystical synthesis#
(1) Ibid. p. 563
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GILES COREY, YEOMAN
It has been said that a part of Hawthorne's preoc -
cupation with, and restatement of many of the old New
England talesof witchcraft was a kind of 'atonement' for
the sins of his Salem ancestors. Miss Wilkins seems not
to have any such preoccupation, but she did in Giles Corey
attempt a restatement of the Salem witchcraft scene. She
might well have been interested in it as well as Hawthorne,
for her people had lived in Salem since 1638; and one of
the family was instrumental in bringing to 'justice' two
such malefactors.
On April 11, 1692 one Giles Corey, and a Mary Warren
were examined on suspicion of dealings in witchcraft, and
were imprisoned. Giles Corey, at his trial, refused to
give any evidence or to confess, choosing to suffer death
rather than pervert the truth. For this obstinacy he was
condemned to death the following September: "...for
standing mute because he had no hope of escape... is
sentenced to be pressed to death." (1)
On September 19 the sentence was carried out, and
as the Annals recorded it, "...while under the execution-
er's hands poor Corey cried out 'More weight, more weight, '
for he wished an exit from his agonies." (1)
These were his only words, and there was no confession;
( 1 ) Annals of Salem p . 480
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and it is this incident that Mrs. Freeman uses for her play.
The scene is laid in Salem Village in 1692. The theme
is the trial and execution for witchcraft or for aiding
and abetting witchcraft. Martha Corey, an upright and
courageous wife and mother^is accused of bewitching her own
daughter's friend Ann Hutchins. That the friend has been
bewitched is patent to any or all the Puritan eyes; and a
series of circumstances unimportant in themselves combine
to fix the suspicion of guilt upon Martha. Certain words
her husband was overheard speaking to her are construed into
his having cognizance of her practices in witchcraft; her
little niece's doll is found with pins stuck into it; and
the child confesses to have stuck in the pins herself. This
is taken as a proof that Martha has trained the child to
diabolical practices. Nothing avails the poor woman; and
she is tried with all the zeal and suddenness of superstition
She is found guilty, and is hanged. Her husband is thrown
into prison as her accomplice; and dies under torture for
refusing to confess his wife's guilt.
The play ends with the announcement to the hushed
spectators that Giles is dead, but did not speak.
Giles Corey
,
Yeoman was oroduced in New York in 1893
and had a moderate success. It was reviewed in the Critic
as follows:
"Concerning the value of Miss Wilkins' play, Giles Core y,
there have been little or no differences of opinion among
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those who have been privileged to read it. Some may
estimate it more highly than others, but all are agreed it
is written with classic directness, simplicity, and force;
that it represents the atmosphere of a place and period
with extra-ordinary fidelity, and that it is essentially
dramatic in the best sense, while it is absolutely and
most delightfully free from all the cheap and vulgar
expedients which nobody supposes to be dramatic exceptthe
curious folk who write melodrama, and act as stage -managers
for the inferior theatres..." (1)
The' cheap expedients’ refer to the mangled stage
version. The six acts were condensed to three; several
scenes were transposed or omitted.
It was produced in Boston the same year with similar
results. In a copy of the play belonging to Mrs. Moulton
there is the following account of the performance and the
reception that followed:
"Through Mrs. Louise Chandler I^oulton, I Was one of
the invited subscribers to the Hollas Street Theatre in
Boston, Saturday evening April 1, 1893 to hear this play
given to the stage for the first time... '1‘he audience
was distinguished as interested in this attemot to reform
a 'theatre of Art and Letters'. Miss Wilkins was there,
an intelligent observer of all.
The appearance of Miss Wilkins at Mrs. Louise Chandler
Moulton's Friday afternoon receptions at her home, 28
Rutland Square, Boston (where I first met her), was always
noted. Though rather quiet in manner, she had something
sensible to say; and though somewhat shy, was always
cordial..." (2)
A reading of the play today is very interesting; and
one wonders why she did not attempt another. Miss Wilkins
'
(1) Critic : April 29, 1893
(
2)
Giles Corey, Yeoman
Rare Book Department, Boston Public Library
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talents were at their best in the short story laid in the
contemporary New England scene; but here in a scene that
is neither contemporary nor exoe.rienced, and in an untried
form she achieves a remarkably fine clay. Part of its
success is due to her short story technique: almost any one
of her stories reads like a one-act play; there is no
scene-oainting, but a complete reliance upon dialogue.
In the development of Miss Wilkins as a writer
Giles Corey is a kind of doorway through which she steps
quickly; behind her are the limited and timid stories
of her aoprenticeship; and before her from 1893 to 1903,
is a decade of three hundred masterly and unforgetablee
stories of the New England village and its characters as
they play out the last act in the Puritan drama.
- "T
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PEMBROKE
The road from Cranford to Spoon River is long. Some-
where along the way lies the village of Pembroke. In her
introduction to the novel of that name Mrs. freeman writes:
"Pembroke is intended to portray a tyDical New England
village of some sixty years ago, as many of the characters
flourished at that time, but villages of a similar descrip-
tion have existed in New England at a much later date, and
they exist today... There are at the present time, many
little towns in New England along whose pleasant elm or maple
shaded streets are scattered characters as pronounced as in
Pembroke..." (l)
The village exists everywhere in her novels and short
stories; and all her characters live in the same town, and
are moulded by the same customs and outlook. It was a town
founded by the Puritans with energy, faith, and piety; but
the Puritans are dead, and their descendants reap a poor
harvest. The energy, faith, and the piety are dead too. The
Puritan came to a land that required a dogged perseverance
to live on. He developed that perseverance. It still lives
on in his children's children; but now it is of no value.
The old virtues also live on, but they Wave become almost
unrecognizable: perseverance has become an ingrown stubborn-
ness. Passions have been repressed, but not for any religious
faith now; they are reoressed because repression has become
a habit; and habit rules their lives. Habit is the little
(1) Introduction to Biographical Edition of Pembroke
Harper & Bros . 1399
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sky they lived under. The inhabitants of Pembroke are worn
caricatures of the Puritan. Mrs. Freeman, in the same
Introduction, says of them with a fine reticence:
"...I am not so sure... that their wills were not
developed past the reasonable limit of nature..."
The census of the typical Freeman village is:
60 women beyond 70 years;
15 middle-aged women, (10 unmarried);
8 middle-aged men;
7 young ladies;
3 bachelors;
2 children.
There is a Main Street, a general store, a church, a
daily stage; a few miles out of town there is a Poor Farm.
The houses are old and out of reoair; the farms are un-
worked; the orchards have been set out by long-dead
ancestors
.
There were many factors that produced the decay and
warp in the New England village. There was the opening up
of the West, with its richer lands, and its promise of
freedom and adventure. From every village the young men
and the rebellious ones were drained away. If the cheats,
the n4 er-do-wells, and the unscrupulous went too, that was
of no account; what was concern indeed was that the gifted
and the promising and the ambitious went too; and when they
went they left behind them their 'promised' sweethearts
they never returned to claim. Every village had its score
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of embittered old maids with nothing to live for or to
cherish but a far-off promise.
Then too the cities were growing up; and manufacturing
was coming into New England to offer a better standard of
living than ever the rocky soil did; and Yankee skill was
deserting the villages. All over New England, factories
were being built; and the railroads were bringing in the
raw products of the West and carrying back woolens, clocks,
knives, shoes, and plows. The machine had come to sustain
New England, just as her ships had done a half-century before
Near every Pembroke lay a city of factories: Hartford,
Lowell, Brockton, Nashua; and the Mew England farm went
uncultivated. There was no longer the youth, nor the skill,
nor the faith to cultivate it. No new land was cleared; and
crops grew leaner. The trees in the old orchards grew a
gnarled and scanty fruit.
There was no sure tomorrow for the New England village;
and the inhabitants had no sure hope. Why set out trees
for a second or third generation that may never exist?
The village mind turned inward, wrapped itself in isolation,
hidden by that self-imoosed isolation and futility, the
village lived on, producing its poor characters with their
extravagant manifestations of will, its deep and sordid
tragedies, its inarticulate yearning for life and beauty.
The passions, pieties, and strength of the New England
tradition were growing inward, retreating to an earlier
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day, just as the individual mind, losing contact with reality,
often retreats to childhood or youth.
Pembroke is the loosely Interwoven story of three
couples, and their long-drawn-out and warped love: Barnabas
Thayer and Charlotte Barnard; Richard Alger and Sylvia
Crane; and William Berry and Rebecca Thayer.
Mrs. Freeman describes s the romance of Richard Alger
and Sylvia Crane:
“Just before ten o'clock he had risen hesitatingly;
she thought it was to take leave, but she waited, trembling.
They had sat in the twilight and the young moonlight all the
evening. Richard had checked her when she attempted to light
a candle . .
•
"Neither had said much, and they had been sitting there
nearly two hours, when Richard had risen and moved curious-
ly, rather as if he was drawn than walked of his own
volition, over to the sofa. Ae sank down uoon it with a
little cough. Sylvia moved away a little with an involun-
tary motion, which was pure maidenliness.
"'It's getting late,
'
remarked Richard, trying to make
his voice careless, but if fell in soite of him into deep
cadences
.
11
'It ain't very late, I guess,' Sylvia had returned,
tremblingly
.
"'I ought to be going home now.'
"There was silence for a while. Sylvia glanced side-
wise, timid and adoringly, at Richard's smoothly shaven face,
pale as marble in the moonlight, and waited, her heart
throbbing.
"'I've been coming here a good many years, ' Richard
observed finally, and his own voice had a solemn tremor.
'Sylvia made an almost inarticulate assent.
"'I've been thinking lately,
'
Richard said; then he
paused. They could hear the great clock out in the kitchen
tick. Sylvia waited, her very soul straining, although
shrinking at the same time, to hear.
"'I've been thinking lately, said Richard again, ' that--
maybe--it would be wise for--us both to--make some different
arrangement .
'
"Sylvia bent her head low. Richard paused for the
second time. 'I have always meant--' he began again, but
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just then the clock in the kitchen struck the first stroke
of ten. Richard caught his breath and arose quickly. Never
in his long courtship had he remained as late as that at
Sylvia Crane's. It was as if a life-long habit struck as
well as the clock, and decided his times for him.
''I must be going,' 3aid he, speaking against the bell
notes. Sylvia arose without a word of dissent, but Richard
spoke as if she had remonstrated.
"'I'll come again next Sunday night, ' said he apolo-
getically.
“Sylvia followed him to the door. They bade each other
good-night decorously, without a parting kiss, as they had
done for years."
It is the following Sunday morning:
"On Sunday morning she had curled her soft hair, and
arranged with trepidation one light curl outside on each
side of her face. Her bonnet was tied under her chin with
a green ribbon, and she had a little feathery green wreath
around her face inside the brim. Her wide silk skirt was
shot with green and blue, and rustled as she walked up the
aisle to her pew. People stared at her without knowing shy.
There was no tangible change in her appearance. She had
worn that same green shot silk many Sabbaths; her bonnet
was three summers old...
"Richard Alger sat with the choir in a pew beslie the
pulpit, at right aggies with the others. He had a fine
tenor voice, and had sung in the choir since he was a boy."
But Sylvia's happiness is short-lived; fate, by a cruel
use of petty circumstance, and a neurotic enslavement to
duty, keeps them apart that Sunday evening. Sylvia is
unavoidably detained at her sister's house in the early
evening:
"Poor Sylvia had sunk back in her chair. To her
sensitive conscience the duty nearest at hand seemed always
to bark the loudest, and the precious moments had gone by
until she knew that Richard had come, found the stone before
the door, and gone away
,
and all her sweet turmoil of hope
and anticipation had gone for naught.
"Sylvia lying there awake that night, her mind carrying
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her back over all that had gone before, had no doubt that
this was the end of everything. Not originally a subtle
dlscerner of character, she had insensibly come to know
Richard so well that certain results from certain combinations
of circumstances in his life were as plain and inevitable
to her as the outcome of a simple sum in mathematics. 'He'd
got most out of his track for once , 1 she groaned out softly,
’but now he's pushed back in so hard he can't get out again
if he wants to. I dunno how he's going to get along.'
“Sylvia, with the roof settling over her head, with not
so much upon her few sterile acres to feed her as to feed
the honey-bees and birds, with her heart in greater agony
because its string of Joy had been strained so high and
sweetly before it snapped, did not lament over herself at
all... She lamented only over Richard living alone and
unministered to until he died."
Richard does not call on her ag&in; and the years go
by. He and Sylvia, each living alone, grow old, and do not
meet again except to pass each other on the street, or to
see each other across the heads of the congregation at
church. Finally Sylvia Crane's money has given out; and
she prepares to go to the poor-house:
"That night she rolled away the guardian stone from
before the door with the feeling that it was for the last
time. All that night she worked. She could not go to bed,
she could not sleep, and she had gone beyond any frenzy of
sorrow and tears. All her blind and helpless rage against
life and the obdurately beneficent force, which had been
her conception of Providence, was gone. When the battle
is over there is no more need for the fury of combat. Sylvia
felt her battle was over, and she felt the peace of defeat.
"She was to take a few necessaries to the poor-house
with her; she had them to pack, and she also had some
cleaning to do.
“She had a vague idea that the town, which seemed to
loom over her like some dreadful shadowy giant of a child's
story, would sell the house, and it must be left in neat
order for the inspection of seller and buyer. 'I ain't
goin' to have the town lookin' over the house an' sayin' it
ain't kept decent, ' she said. So she worked hard all night,
and her candle lit up first one window, then another,
moving all over the house like a will-o'-the-wisp.
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"The man who had charge of the poor-house came for her
the next morning at ten o'clock. Sylvia was all ready.
At quarter past ten he drove out of the old road where the
Crane house stood and down the village street... He had
come on a wood-sled for the greater convenience of bring-
ing Sylvia’s goods... Sylvia sat in her best rocking
chair just behind Jonathan Leavitt, who drove standing...
"Sylvia sat up straight in the chair. She had on her
best bonnet and shawl, and her worked-lace veil over her
face. Her poor blue eyes stared out between the black
silk leaves and roses. If she had been a dead woman and
riding to her grave, and it had been possible for her to
see as she was borne along the familiar road, she would
have regarded everything in much the same fashion that she
did now. She looked at everything every tree, every
house and wall with a pang of parting forever. She felt
as if she should never see them again in their old light.
"The poor-house was three miles out of the village;
the road lay oast Richard Alger's house. When they drew
near it Sylvia bent her head low and averted her face; she
shut her eyes behind the black roses. She did not want to
know when she passed the house. An awful shame that
Richard should see her riding past to the poor-house
seized upon her..."
The old patriarch&l ideal of the family continues; but
as twisted, arbitrary, and stern as the characters them-
selves. Fathers rule ruthlessly and meanly; their uncanny
eyes seeing sin everywhere. Barnabas has come to call
on Charlotte:
"Charlotte pulled up a chair for her lover; he had
Just seated himself when Cephas Barnard spoke in a voice
as sudden and gruff as a dog's bark...
"'Light the candle, Charlotte,' said Cephas, and Char-
lotte obeyed. She lighted the candle on the high shelf,
then she sat down next Barnabas...
"Cephas had been afraid lest Barnabas should, all unper-
ceived in the dusk, hold his daughter's hand..."
More frequently in this village of Mrs. Freeman, the
fathers are the most abject; the family is matriarchal. In
house after house in Pembroke the mother rules with the rod
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of iron. Sometimes there is revolt, sudden and destruct-
ive, as when the sickly boy Ephraim, who for years has been
kept indoors and made to learn the catechism in preparation
for his expected death, breaks away and goes out to play
with the other boys at night, coasting on the hill. He is
severely whipped, and dies from it; but he dies happy in
his passionate revolt. Sometimes the revolt is secret, and
unknown for a long time; but when the day comes on which it
is discovered, the mother's sense of good and evil, sin
and retribution, obliterates everything else; and she strikes
with the swiftness and implacability of Jehovah himself and
with the finality of the serpent's sting.
The second story in Pembroke is of William Berry and
Rebecca Thayer. Rebecca has been forbidden by her mother
to 'keep company' with William; but for months they have
been meeting in secret. Deborah, Rebecca's mother, has
bought material for a new dress for her, in order to make
her more attractive to a man she has selected to court her
daughter:
"Deborah waxed quite angry when she shook out the soft
gleaming crimson lengths of thibet, because Rebecca showed
so little interest in it. 'You don't deserve to have a new
dress; you act like a stick of wood, ' she said.
"Rebecca made no reply. Presently when she had gone out
of the room for something, Caleb said anxiously, 'I guess
she don't feel quite so well as common to-night.'
"'I'm getting most out of patience; I dunno what ails
her. I'm goin' to have the doctor if this keeps on,
'
returned Deborah...
"It snowed hard all night; in the morning the snow was
quite deep, and there was no appearance of clearing. As soon
'
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as the breakfast dishes were out away, Deborah got out the
crimson thibet. She had learned the tailoring and dress-
making trade in her youth; and always cut and fitted the
garments for the family.
" She worked assiduously; by the middle of the forenoon
the dress was ready to be tried on. Ephraim and his father
were out in the barn, and she and Rebecca were alone in the
house
.
H She made Rebecca stand up in the middle of the kitchen
floor, and she began fitting the crimson gown to her.
Rebecca stood drooping heavily, her eyes cast down. Sudden-
ly her mother gave a great start, pushed the girl violently
from her, and stood aloof. She did not speak for a few
minutes; the clock ticked in the dreadful silence. Rebecca
cast one glance at her mother, whose eyes seemed to light
the innermost recesses of her being to her own vision; then
she would have looked away, but her mother's voice arrested
her.
"
'Look at me, ' said Deborah. And Rebecca looked; it
was like uncovering a disfigurement or a sore.
"
'What ails you?' said her mother in a terrible voice.
"Then Rebecca turned her head; her mother's eyes could
not hold her any longer. It was as if her very soul shrank.
"
'G-o out of this house, ' said her mother, after a
minute.
"Rebecca didnot make a sound. She went, bending as if
there were a wind at her back impelling her, across the
kitchen in her quilted petticoat and her crimson thibet
waist, her white arms hanging bare. She opened the door that
led to her own bed-room and oassed out.
"Presently Deborah, still standing where Rebecca had
left her, heard the front door of the house shut. After a
few minutes she took the broom from its peg in the corner,
went through the icy north parlor, past Rebecca's room to the
front door. The snow heaped on the outer threshold had
fallen in when Rebecca opened it, and there was a quantity
on the entry floor.
"Deborah opened the door again, and swept off the steps
outside, but she never cast a glance up or down the road.
Then she beat the snow off the broom, and went in, and
locked the door behind her...
"When Caleb and Ephraim came in from the bam, they
found Deborah sitting at the window knitting a stocking.
She did not look up when they entered.
"The corn was not yet shelled, and Caleb arranged his
baskets in the chimney-corner, and fell to again. Ephraim
began teasing his mother to let him crack some nuts, but
she silenced him peremptorily. 'Set down and help your
father shell that com, ' she said. And Ephraim pulled a
grating chair up to his father, muttering cautiously.
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" Caleb kept looking at Deborah anxiously. He glanced
at the door frequently.
"'Where’s Rebecca? 1 he asked at last.
"'I dunno', 1 replied Deborah.
"
1 Has she laid down?
'
"
'No, she ain 1 1
.
1
"'She ain't gone out in the snow, has she? 1 Caleb said
with deploring anxiety.
"Deborah answered not a word. She pursed her lips and
knitted.
"'She ain't, has she, mother?'
"'Keep on with your corn, ' said Deborah; and that was
all she would say..."
Deborah Thayer is not unacquainted with a more ancient
Deborah in Hebrew legend. She is the prototype of many
characters in Mrs. Freeman's stories. If there are any
people in this village of Pembroke who have the uncompro-
mising purpose and strength of will, it is the middle-aged
mothers, or the embittered old maids. They seem to have
drained unto themselves all the remaining strength and
vigor of the town; and when the time for action and decision
comes, they move with a grim and ruthless finality, from
which, like death, there' is no appeal.
ihe third story interwoven into the dark fabric of
Pembroke is of Barnabas Thayer and Charlotte Barnard.
After a petty argument over local politics, Charlotte's
father orders Barnabas from the house. A stubborn and
ferocious oride in each of them keeps them bitter enemies
year after year. Against this stubbornness of will,
Charlotte's love for Barnabas is unavailing. His half-built
house remains unfinished; and Charlotte grows into a
silent old maid. Thomas Payne would like to marry her, but
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but Charlotte, In her own mind, is hound to Barnabas.
Years later, with a Hawthorne -like manifestation of
evil or guilt or disease, Barnabas acquires a mis-shapen
back. Thomas Payne, recently returned from the West, meets
him on the street:
"'I want to speak to you about Charlotte Barnard, 1 said
Thomas Payne abruptly. Barney waited without a word.
"
'I suppose you’ll think it's none of my business, and
in a way it isn’t, ' said 1‘homas, 'but I am going to say it
for her sake; I have made up my mind to... What are you
treating Charlotte Barnard so for, Barnabas Thayer? It’s
time you gave an account to somebody, and you can give it
to me .
'
" Barney did not answer.
"
'Speak, you miserable coward'.' shouted Thomas Payne
with a sudden threatening motion of his right arm.
" Then Barney turned, and Thomas started back at the sight
of his face. 'I can't help it, ' he said.
" 'Can’t help it, you '
••
'I can't, before G-od, Thomas.'
" ' Why not? '
"Barney raised his right hand and pointed past Ihomas.
'You met Royal Bennet just now,
'
he gasped hoarsely.
"Thomas nodded.
"
'You saw his back?'
" ’Yes .
'
"'Well, something like that ails me. I can't help
it before G-od.'
"'You don't mean * Thomas said, and stopped, looking
at Barney's back.
"'I mean that's why I can't-—help it.'
"'Have you hurt your back?' Thomas asked in a subdued
tone
.
"'I've hurt my soul,' said Barney. 'It happened that
Sunday night years ago. 'I can't get over it. I am bent
like his back.'
"...Thomas stared at Barney; a horror as of something
uncanny and abnormal stole over him. Was the man's back
curved, or had he by some subtle vision, a perception of
some terrible spiritual deformity; only symbolized by a
curved spine?
"...He put the same question to one and another with
varying results. Some said at once, with a sudden look of
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vague horror, that it was so. That Barney Thayer was indeed
growing deformed; that they had noticed it. Others scout-
ed the idea. . ."
Charlotte remains faithful to her love of long ago.
Thomas Payne comes to renew his suit, but she sends him
away. After he has gone:
“Charlotte sat on the door-step a long while. 'If
Thomas Payne has got anybody out West, I guess she'll be
glad to see him, ' she thought. The fancy pained her, and
yet she seemed to see Thomas Payne and Barney side by side,
the one like a young prince handsome and stately, full of
generous bravery the other vaguely crouching beneath some
awful deformity, pitiful, yet despicable in the eyes of
men; and her whole soul cleaved to her old lover.
"'What we've got is ours,' she said to herself."
And that is, perhaps, the only answer there is in
Pembroke ; and perhaps the only answer and the only strength
in all these twisted characters that move across the dark
pages of Mrs. Freeman's stories. It is that knowledge that
"What we've got is ours," gives them a serenity and poise
and a pitiful valiancy, however mean and narrow their
corner is
.
In an introduction accompanying a translation of
A New England Nun in the Revue des Deux Mondes . a French
critic writes:
"All this possesses a savage greatness, no matter how
humble, how homely, how rude the subject. At first passing
through the terrible village of Pembroke, you are inclined
to put considerable price upon the lukewarm virtues, begin-
ning with tolerance. ihrough a spirit of opposition, you
begin to excuse -small weaknesses current in the world at
large. But grow more widely acquainted with this little
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rustic society, so different from ours, and you cannot
deny a vivifying influence is same produced upon us by
harsh sea winds or robust Alpine airs."
The harsh sea winds and the rugged soil have produced
the New England mind with its passionate faith in, the other
world and its love for moral perfection. It was above all
an absorption in the things of the spirit. And it is this
same atmosphere of spirit that gives the vivid and heroic
cast to these characters of Mrs. Freeman. It is the
sense that each of them can say, even in their isolation
from the towering America that is obliterating them, and
their own strange wilfulness: "We belong to those who
walked here once with God." And: "What we've got is ours."
Mrs. Freeman has expressed this spiritual sense of
one-ness with the past:
m" Everywhere in New England we more or less clearly
see a strange atmosphere of spirit beyond the material.
Past old Boston Bay we-—not so clearly as our ancestors,
but still we see a mirage of another shore than the
dear English one which the old settlers forsook, a
Heavenly shore .. .shaken with music of psalm, and the
voices of the redeemed singing in tune; and glittering
as it glittered to the people of the East, with precious
stones and gold. We glimpse, as our forefathers
glimpsed in the midst of primeval forests listening for
the war-howl of the savage, watching for the sweep of
the hatchet and scalping-knife, —clear waters and
blessed fields of everlasting peace where the gentle and
the cruel lie down together. (1)
v v tf
(1) From: New England, Mother of America
Country Life in America: July 1, 1912
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THE SHORT STORIES
Mrs. Freeman wrote an amazing number of short stories:
two hundred and twenty-seven. * Very few of them are of
inferior quality; they seem cut from the same cloth with the
same quick sure touch. Occasionally, as in People of Our
Neighborhood, there is evidence of slanting for a market, of
haste in writing; occasionally there is duplication. Yet, on
the whole, the average of her work is as high as the
average of that of any of her contemporaries.
Pattee writes of her short stories:
"The center of her art, the beginning and the end of it,
is humanity, the individual soul. She plunges at once
in media res
,
usually with the name of her leading character.
Her backgrounds are incidental. There is as little descrip-
tion in her best stories as there is in an old ballad.
Swiftly she introduces her two or three or four characters;
they reveal themselves by dialogue, they become often
fearfully alive, they grip at the heart or throat, and then
suddenly with a throb, the story is done, like a ballad." (1)
It is impossible here to deal with many of them; but
certain themes, certain types of people, have been dealt
with by Mrs. Freeman with many variations. Certain states
of mind or temperament she seems to have made completely her
own; and it is possible to classify her stories according
to these types or themes and give typical examples.
There is first, the stories that deal with the indiv-
idual who has grown inward and is seeking complete isolation
* Index to Sho rt Stories
,
I. T. Firkins H.W.Wilson Go. 1923
(1) Introduction A New England Nun , Harpers & Bros. 1920
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from his fellow-men. Frequently the story concerns two: an
engaged couple who never get around to marrying. At the
basis of these stories is a kind of fear of life, a fear of
once steooing out of the well-worn and familiar habits.
Typical of such stories is the perfect New England Nun.
Joe Daggett, who has been "keeping company" with
Louisa Ellis for years, comes to call:
"He seemed to fill up the whole room. A little yellow
canary that had been asleep in his green cage at the south
window woke up and fluttered wildly, beating his little
yellow wings against the wires. He always did so when Joe
Daggett came into the room.
"
'Good evening, ' said Louisa. She extended her hand
with a kind of solemn cordiality.
"
'Good evening, Louisa
,
1 returned the man in a loud
voice
.
"She placed a chair for him, and they sat facing each
other with the table between them. He sat bolt upright*..
She sat gently erect, folding her slender hands in her
white-linen lap...
"Presently Daggett began fingering the books on the
table. There was a square red autograph album, and a
Young Lady's Godey Gift Book which had belonged to Louisa's
mother. He took them up, one after the other and ooened
them; then laid them down again, the album on the Gift Book.
"Louisa kept eyeing them with mild uneasiness. Finally
she rose and changed the oositions of the books, putting
the album underneath. That was the way they had been
arranged in the first olace..."
Orderliness has become next to Godliness; and filial
love is shown by which book lies on top* The same Louisa
when at last she overhears that Joe has fallen in love with,
or feels more at home with, a girl who has been taking care
of his sick mother, releases him from his fifteen-
year-old oromise to marry her. After he is gone for the
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last time, it is with relief --almost joy—she contemplates
her future:
"Now the tall weeds and grasses might cluster around
Daesar's little hermit hut... Now the canary might turn
itself into a oeaceful yellow ball night after night, and
have no need to wake and flutter with wild terror against
its bars. Louisa could sew linen seams and distill roses
and dust and oolish and fold away in lavender as long as
she listed... She gazed ahead through a long reach of
future days strung together like oearls in a rosary... "
Akin to this theme is the type of story that deals
with the old lovers: the Louisas and Daggetts at the end
of their days. Here the effect is one of simple pathos:
she writes about them quietly, seeing their poor and
pitiful lives as through a mist of tears. Such a story is
her first oublished story. Two Old Lovers ;
Maria Brewster lives alone and waits for David, also
living alone in a house across the street, to ask her to
marry him; but twenty-five years go by, and they are still
*keeping company 1'. Once, believing David is about to
ask her, Maria buys some pearl-colored silk; a few years
later, she has had reason to believe he is about to ask
her, and she has the silk 11 done up* into a dress.
"She used to go and look at it fondly and admiringly
from time to time; once in a while she would try it on,
and survey herself in the glass, and imagine herself David's
bride a faded bride, but a haopy and beloved one.
"She looked at the dress occasionally now, but a little
sadly, as the conviction that she should never wear it
was forcing itself uoon her more and more... She saw him
growing into an old man, and the lonely, uncared-for life
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that he led, filled her heart with tender pity and sorrow...
"Once on a Sunday night, when she spied a rip in his
coat that had grown long from the want of womanly fingers
constantly at hand, she had a good cry after he had left,
and she had gone into her own room. There was something
more pitiful to her, something that touched her heart more
deeply in that rip in her lover's coat than in all her long
years of waiting..."
But the years go by without change. -<hen David is
seventy and Maria sixty-eight, she gives away the silk
dress to a young girl who is to be married:
"Poor old Maria smoothed the lustrous folds fondly
with her withered hands before sending it away, and cried
a little, with a patient pity for David and herself."
Then there are the stories in which the central
character usually a middle-aged mother assumes the
role of Jehovah, and with a grim determination metes out
a swift justice or settlement. Such a character was
Deborah in Pembroke ; and such a woman is Old Woman Magoun.
Lily, Old Woman Magoun 1 s grand -daughter, has been
living with her:
"The two women sat on a bench in front of Old Woman
Magoun' s house, and little Lily Barry, her grand -daughter,
sat holding her doll on a small mossy stone near by...
Lily clasoed her doll—a ooor rag thing—close to her
childish bosom, like a little mother, and her face, round
which curled long yellow hair, was fixed on the men at work.
. . .She looked only a child, although she was nearly fourteen;
her mother had been married at sixteen. That is, Old
Woman Magoun said that her daughter, Lily's mother, had
married at sixteen; there had been rumors, but no one had
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dared openly gainsay the old woman. She said that her
daughter had. married Nelson Barry, and he had deserted her.
She had lived in her mother’s house, and Lily had been born
there, and she had died when the baby was only a week old.
"Lily's father, Nelson Barry, was the fairly dangerous
degenerate of a good old family... He was a middle-aged man,
still handsome, 'i'he shiftless population of Barry's Ford
looked up to him as to an evil deity..."
Barry Nelson has taken no interest in his daughter,
until she is fourteen. Then, meeting her at the store, he
tries to be friendly, partly in response to a friend he is
with who wants the girl. He is determined to get the girl;
Old Woman Magoun is equally determined he will only try to
'sell' her if he gets her. Barry calls on Old Woman Magoun:
"
'Good evening, Mrs. Magoun, ' he said.
"Old Woman Magoun stood before him, filling up the
doorway with her firm bulk.
"'Good evening, Mrs. Magoun, ' Said Nelson Barry again.
"'I ain't got no time to waste, ' reolied the old woman,
harshly . ' ve got my supoer dishes to clean up after them
men.
'
"She stood there and looked at him as she might have
looked at a rebellious animal she was trying to tame. The
man laughed."
Barry will take the child, and his half-witted sister
will take care of her.
"
'Youir half-witted sister?' said Old Woman Magoun.
'Yes, my half-witted sister. She knows more than you
think.
'
'More wickedness .
'
'Perhaos. Well, a knowledge of evil is a useful thing...
"The old woman continued to look at the man, but his
eyes never fell. Suddenly her gaze grew inconceivably keen.
It w^s as if she saw through all externals.
'I know what it is'.' she cried. 'You have been playing
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cards and you lost, and this is the way you will pay him.'
Then the man's face reddened, and he swore under his
breath.
"'Oh, my Godf said the old woman; and she really spoke
with her eyes aloft as if addressing something outside of
them both. Then she turned again to her dish washing.
•The man cast a dogged look at her back. 'Well, there
is no use talking. I have made up my mind, 1 said he, 'and
you know me and what that means. I am going to have the girl'
,# When? ' said the old woman, without turning around.
•'Well, I am willing to give you a week. Put her clothes
in order before she comes .
'
•The old woman made no reoly. She continued washing the
dishes. She even handled them so carefully they did not
rattle
.
"
'You understand, ' said Barry. 'Have her ready a week
from today.
'
"
'Yes,' said Old Woman Magoun, 'I understand.' "
Early the next morning Old Woman Magoun wakes Lily up
and tells her that she can come with her to the next village.
She dresses the girl in her best clothes, and the two set
out. Along the way they pass a stone wall covered with
nightshade berries:
"
'Those berries look good to eat, grandma, ' Lily said.
"At that instant the old woman's face became something
terrible to see. 'You can't have any now, ' she said, and
hurried Lily along. "
Her attempts at finding legal aid are fruitless; and
they return:
" Old Woman Magoun and Lily returned, going slowly
along the road to Barry's Ford. When they came to the stone
wall where the blackberries and the deadly nightshade grew,
Lily said she was tired, and asked if she could sit down for
| a few minutes. The strange look on her grandmother's face
had deeoened. Now and then Lily glanced at her, and had the
feeling she was looking at a stranger."
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Old Woman Magoun sat stiff and straight, saying
nothing
.
'They look good enough to eat, ’ said Lily.
Old Woman Magoun still said nothing, but she looked
up into the ineffable blue of the sky, over which spread
at intervals great white clouds shaped like wings.
Lily nicked some of the deadly nightshade berries and
ate them. 'Why, they are real sweet, ' said she. 'They are
nice. She picked some more and ate them.
Presently her grandmother spoke. 'Gome, ' she said,
'it is time we were going. I guess you have set long enough.
Later that night the child is in agony in her bed.
And Old Woman Magoun is trying to comfort her:
"Old Woman Magoun talked as Lily had never heard her
talk before, as nobody had ever talked to her before. She
spoke from the depths of her soul; her voice was as tender
as the coo of a dove, andit was grand and exalted."
She tells the child that very soon she will be all
well, and will go to a beautiful place:
"
'You will come to a gate with all the colors of the
rainbow, ' said her grandmother; ' and it will ooen, and you
will go right in and walk uo the gold street, and cross the
field where the blue flowers come up to your knees, until
you find your mother, and she will take you home where you
are going to live. She has a little white room all ready
for you, white curtains at the windows, and a little white
looking-glass;..' "
The ending of the story is very typical of Mrs.
Freeman's s tark,narration:
"Lily died that bight. There was quite a commotion in
Barry's Ford until after the funeral, it was all so sudden,
and then everything went on as usual..."
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It is not in the reading of a few of these stories
that the gain is greatest. It is in the knowing of many
of them: it is in the seeing of the many variations on the
one theme, that gives the great significance to her
insight and probings into the village characters.
As, for example, the theme of Revolt. It appears in
a dozen stories: A Kitchen Colonel ; A Village Sjng,er ;
The Revolt of "Mothe r 11 ; to mention a few. Each adds
something to the other; and when the sum total is obtained
weesee,'
,
not a dozen different characters reacting to
petty oppression or injustice, but rather, we see one
character in whom the dozen are fused, one who is above
the many. We comethereby to a greater understanding of the
causes and purposes of this revolt in Man as Mrs. Freeman
understood it in the New England villages of the nineteenth
century.
We seem to realize that the great world they are
allied to by nature and tradition has closed down on them;
and a little world has taken its place. It is a kind of
confusion of the real and the unreal world: the little and
narrow corner has usurped the place and importance of the
former world they are now only dimly aware of. This
little world means as much, is as complete, to him who
lives in its shadow, as the former, because it is all he
knows or can have or need s.
So a trivial incident becomes the occasion for a
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tremendous revolt. It is still the same revolt, and for
the same purpose as larger ones in the great world: it is
still one man’s pitting himself against the injustice or
error of life as they are mirrored around him; his attempt
to swing the balance another way; to make just an unjust
state; it is still, however trivial the incident, man's
attempt to rebuild his world to the shape of his concepts
of right, or justice, or love.
What Mrs. Freeman has achieved in her portrayals of New
England life, is not merely a collection of characters as
they react to some aspect of their environment, or are acted
upon by it. She has succeeded in creating a whole state of
mind, an outlook; &he has made a world and peopled it with
men and women who seek for or are powerless to hide from a
destruction and death that is the final expression of a
stem philosoohy of life: a philosophy of negation. Not only
in Emerson is there a hint of Hindu mysticism; in these
villages of Mrs. Freeman there is a stronger mixture of
Hindu philosophy than Emerson would possibly accept. The
v/heel of existence turns unceasingly, and life is a burden
and tragedy; but here in all these characters a strongly
developed will stands adamant, alone, and misunderstood.
There are no individualized characters that one
remembers. There is only one character: the village Puritan
in the last days of his existence, shown in all his many
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manifestations; in revolt, in pride, in humility, blindness
and chains, in splendid or sordid isolation from his brothers
In a hundred or more characterizations he appears, unhappy
and shut away from the mass of humanity, a pathetic or
mis-shaoen man standing in the long shadow of his prison
which is the Past. Perhaps the deepest tragedy of his
closing days is that he no longer understands, because the
link with that Past is forgottes or was unknown.
It is this man, this state of mind, this philosophy
that Mrs. Freeman knew so well and set down so simply and so
effectively in her stories. It is the New England scene
and the New England villagers that give to her enduring
work its distinction, truth, and power.
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STYLE IS THE WOMAN
In 1913» with most of her work behind her, Mrs. £ reernan
wrote out her 'credo' as an artist. It expresses very
well the stylistic qualities of her own work, especially
her best work: the short stories and novels dealing with
the New England scene.
"Without the slightest doubt many a writer sits down
to her task without the faintest idea concerning its
ultimate outcome, and does, nevertheless, very good work.
She is the writer who observes the law of sequence in
writing, and there are many like her. Once started, she
progresses and reaches good results simoly because her
mind is of the sequential order, possibly I might term
it the creative order. Within her brain, ideas grow and
formulate and expand...
"I
,
the re fore, if I had reason to think that a young
writer had positive talent, would not dare say, 'Be sure
that you have something worth while for a subject before
you sit down to write, ' because the writer from her
peculiar mentality might not be able to make sure except
from the work itself...
"The feeling that one 'must' write is even a more
doubtful prooosition. It is, I conclude, supposed to
argue such inspiration, such seething of central fires
of genius that expression or disaster must ensue. In
reality a man may write something which will live, for the
sake of some thing rather ignoble, and a woman may write
something for money with which to buy a French hat...
It is never the kind of spur which really signifies, but
the speed which results from its prick...
"I think first of all that the writer ought to leave
herself out of the whole proposition. Her own emotions
and personal experiences are intensely interesting to her
and a doting few, but the world at lar&e cares nothing
whatever for them. They are looking for the work and not
esoecially for the worker... The worker passes but her
work lives if it is good work, and that is the only thing
which really matters . .
.
"it seems a bit cruel but a writer who is a real
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writer must put her work before everything with one
exception. She must sacrifice herself. She must offer
up all her own wishes, if need be, for a living sacrifice;
but one thing she has no right to offer: that is the best
good and haooiness of other people. I do not believe that
work done at such an exoense is ever the best work. Before
even the work of genius itself, comes the need of human-
ity. .
.
"But if a woman be at liberty to write, let her
write as if she were running a race in the sight of the
world, and the race not for herself but for the world,
and that wh'ch will come after the world for her. She
must write above all things the truth as she can see the
truth, as clearly as she can see it, and even the truth
must be held back unless it is of a nature to benefit and
not to ooison...
"But she must write with courage, being once
convinced of the truth which she writes. She must not
write to olease an editor or a public incapable of being
pleased with the best, because in the long run of the
world, she will by so doing, defeat her own ends... The
applause will die and her audience be gone...
"Above all things in the matter of style, strive for
clarity. Write even about difficult things in such a
way that a child can understand to some extent as far as
his little experience goes... The writer who has really
something to write does not need to hesitate about
writing it clearly, throwing the full light upon it,
confident that no defects of logic, imagination, or sense
can be discovered. " (1)
Friends of Mrs. Freeman have remarked concerning her
methods of writing that she followed that 'sequential
order' of writing herself. She worked with great speed
for days at a time, and with little revision.
Only two comments on her advlee to other writers
are to be made:
First
,
it is oerhaos unfortunate that she should
(1) From * The Girl Vho Wants to Write'
'
Harper ' s Bazaar : June, 1913
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have held so strongly to "the need of humanity, " even to
the point of suopressing the truth as the writer might
see it; and
Secondly, and in Mrs. Freeman's own career and work,
more imoortant, is her dubious adherence to her own state-
ment that one should not write to please an editor and
a public. Her best stories, even in the days when she
had to consider the saleability of them, kept strictly
to her creed; but later, when she had achieved both fame
and money, she wrote in imitation of every fashion of the
day, and much of the work was ' slanted ( to a particular
magazine
•
Mrs. Freeman's status as a writer rests uoon her
stories of New England; and so it is only with those stories
that we are concerned here.
She depended almost entirely in these stories upon
the simple oathos or humor which lives in and about the
characters and situations she used, and made known through
a few bold and telling effects. The style here is the
woman herself. The short economical sentences with no
waste, but a frugality as marked as in the kitchens of
her own characters, made up stories of singular power.
She concentrated every word on the single impression. The
cormression in these stories is remarkable as remarkable
and as unique as any other accomolishment in American
short story writing. It is gained by no narrowness;
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no sacrifice of detail, nor lack of color.
She had a passion for brevity that was perhaps as
native to her as the laconic and silent New Englanders
she knew so well. The speech of her characters is very
simple and natural. She realized from the beginning that
dialect was an inferior kind of writing, a superficial
and unilluminating kind of art. She realized that the
true delineation lay not in the peculiarities of accent
and speech, but in understanding and capturing on paper
the peculiarities and individualities of the character's
habits of mind and action. Her art lies in the selection
she makes of what they say, not in the manner or speech
they use in saying it. Thus this brevity of speech is
not made to carry subtleties, but is the fit expression for
those characters who are moulded by the same influences that
moulded the brevity and directness of the speech.
She was of these oeople that she wrote about; their
blood was in her veins; they had moulded her. Thus she
became the perfect medium for their exoression. Between
Mrs. Freeman and her environment and characters there
was no cleavage, no alienating superiority of culture.
Many oeoole have written of the poor and the outcast of the
earth, and have succeeded so well, done the work with
such comolete verisimilitude that we say they must certainly
have been an integral part of those people. In a sense,
of course, the succes c ful writer must be but more often,
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as in the instance of Synge listening to the tales and
gossip and cadences of soeech of his Irish fisher-folk,
there is a wide gap of culture. With Mrs. Freeman this
was not so. She learned about her characters in the same
way they learned about each other: by their sharp eyes
that noticed every detail about the stranger walking down
the church aisle, or by equally share eyes peering through
a slit in the curtains of the north parlor window at the
'goings- on outside.
She had the limitations of her own people too. She
lacked the oower to create in large forms. She thought
in terms of the short story; and when she wrote novels,
they have the air of being a chronological series of short
stories about the same people . She lacked the power or
the small talent for combining clauses or ohrases. She
is occasionally ungrammatical; frequently awkward. At
times there is a small -town-news oaoer pretentiousness : a
’church becomes too often a 'sacred edifice 1. Colloquialisms
spill over from the soeeches of her characters onto her
own descriotions and explanations.
But her genius lay in the brief incident and the
short declarative sentence. Her sentences are very short
and simole. -£ach word advances the story swiftly and
directly. There is no stopping for form, no wavering from
the direct line. There is little descriotion, no
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superfluities, no striving for elegance as was so
fashionable in her day. She had the unconscious absorption
of the inspired, and the speed and vividness and stark-
ness of her narrative ore masterly:
"The young girl trembled and caught hold of her
mother’s dress; her eyes grew big and wild. Hiram Cald-
well drove uo the road. He met the gaze of the people
with solemn embarrassment . But he was not so important
as he had been. There was a large white-headed man who
drew the larger share of attention. He got lumberingly
out of the buggy when Hiram drew rein at the gate. ihen
he oroceeded uo the gravel walk to the house. The people
stood back and stared. No one dared speak to him except
Mrs. Erastus Thayer. She darted before him in the path,
her brown silk skirts swished...." (1)
Here, as in all her stories, is the New England
conscience mated to a lyric soul. It can express itself
only with intensity and fervor. Here is the swift rush
of unfolding drama, that cannot pause for ornament, or
background, or grace.
There is a kind of Shakespearean element in her
work: she is completely exterior to her little dramas.
She merely records a grimness or pathos for which she is
not resoonsible. She seems to be saying: "I do not
justify; I find no fault; I neither laugh over them nor
grieve. These evils are not of my invention: they
haopened. I reoeat them; and allege nothing, except that
they are true."
Here, too, she approaches the stylistic detachment of
m From "A Conquest of Humility"
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de Maupassant. His Bit of String, might have been written
by Mrs. Freeman.
Shakesoeare, de Maupassant, the Russians; there are
elements of all three in her work; but with all three she
was unacquainted. There are elements of Hawthorne in her
moral vision, and darkness of scene; and with his work
she was acquainted.
There remains a greater influence; one that was well
known to her and to the oeo jle she wrote about; an
influence that went deep in her as it did in them: the
King James translation of the Bible. Its influence was
two -fold: it influenced and moulded her mind and imagination;
and its simole and powerful narration became the model
for the little dramas she set down on paper with a dark
intensity of vision.
Parrington writes of her stories:
"There is indeed a common character to the whole
series, an undertone of hardship, of loss, of sacrifice,
frustration, idolatry to duty. And there is pathos in
many; now and then she touches a very deep nature, and
opens to view a secret of the human heart which makes us
cry out that here is a poet, a seer^' (1)
Main Currents in American thought
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"THE LAST ACT OF THE PURITAN DRAMA"
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"it is a somber and terrible New England that
she discloses, full of unsuspected pathos and even
tragedy, a New England of warped lives and unwhole-
some characters and incredible littleness and narrow-
ness, a New England in which there is little peace
and less happiness.
In her studies of these people, we discover. . .as
in Hawthorne, the brooding gloomy temperament, much
inclined to psychological analysis of her human docu-
ments, and by reason of her Puritan ancestry, finding
a peculiar pleasure in turning over the problem of a
diseased conscience or a perverted will."
American Writers Today
Henry Clay Vedder
Silver Burdett & Co.
New York. 1910
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THE LAST ACT OF THE PURITAN DRAMA
The whole chronicle of the Puritan mind, in New England
was a great and tragic drama: from the religious enthusiasm
of Cotton Mather to the tragic art of Hawthorne to the
pathos and the warn in Mary Wilkins Freeman. The one
pervading or underlying theme is that passionate striving
for moral perfection, and the equally intense absorption
in an ideal of the spirit.
But the last act of that drama is a pitiful scene of
captivity. The Puritan descendant in Mrs. Freeman's
stories is a feeble Samson painfully dragging his chains,
in blindness.
It was noted in the chaoter on Pembroke that there was
a strength and serenity, a quiet power and balance to the
characters, that seemed to sustain them; that came perhaps
from the realization of their kinship with the Puritan
tradition. The same sense of one-ness with the Past, of
straight -ness and balance is evident in many of her short
stories. But in many others it is comoletely absent. The
tradition, the one-ness is lost. The characters have
become twisted; their wills grown "beyond the reasonable
limit of nature".
While Mrs. Freeman made no division in her characters,
or seemed to be conscious of one in her delineation of them,
nevertheless there is a very real distinction. Over some
A
the Past broods, and however mean and stryed away they are,
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it sustains them. It keeps them in an heroic mould.
In others there is no link with the Past, and it is on
these that the grim recording is at its darkest.
In Hawthorne the idea that wrong-doing works out its
own penalty in the separation of the doer from the common
heart of humanity may or may not have a bearing on the self-
imposed isolation of these characters. There might have
been more in their histories than in our philosophies
about them.
Here now there is no struggle: the great crises and
battles and victories have been fought, and it is all over.
There is no significance here beyond the pathos of the
lonely desolation depicted. In a hundred different character-
izations in the stories of Mrs. Freeman aopears blighted and
quaintly valiant Heozibah Pyncheon but with a difference.
Hepzibah was a oart of a great drama of the conscience brood-
ing over the curse of ancestral sin. She, as a personality,
was an integral oart of the Pyncheon family and was merged in
it. She accents her imorisonment because she still keeps the
sense of kinship with the great family in whose malignant
shadow she is dying.
But the Heozibahs of Mary Wilkins £ reeman have no
kinship, no sense of continuity. Like the Mayan descendant
of the present day who walks amid the glories of a great
civilization of his ancestors and cannot understand them,
so walk in a narrow circle of New England, the later Puritans,
..
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in many of these stories. Their curse lies in their blind-
ness, not in their chains. All the characters that move
within the shadow of the House of the Seven G-ables are
involved in the dark Past that chains the Present. They
know it, and understand its malignancy. They are in chains,
but they are not blind.
The Puritan of history, in his drama of sin and
salvation^ moved on a grand stage. Mrs. Freeman's characters
have only a narrow one. Their stubborn battles and revolts
and humilities aooear strange and unreasonable and warped
only because their lives and actions are circumscribed.
Their own sense of futility and isolation circumscribes
them. Gould the theatre upon which they move be larger
and imoortant, their rebellion and warp and earnestness
might flower again freely.
Yet still sometimes in this narrow corner, in many
of her stories the old Puritan tradition lives on with a
kind of sustaining hand that lifts these characters out of
the grim and sordid imprisonment . Lost and isolated, and
in chains, still sometimes the majestic Puritan with his
sweeping cloak, his gun and Bible^, seems to cast his shadow
over these cages. There are gre&t instances of faith and
humility; of steadfast devotion, in Charlotte and Barney;
and for purposes of tragic art the New England conscience
is still as effective as destiny. The Village Singer still
must make atonement before she can die; and in Jane Field
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the conscience-stricken girl makes her confession: "I ain't
Esther Maxwell," She canvasses it from house to house, and
finally reoeats it to the children and the dogs in the street
So on a little stage, the great drama ends. Against
the backdrop of the shadows of heroic men.^ith purpose and
belief, the little men \ \ e down to die.
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And how was she able to do all this, this girl whose
best writings of these people were done when she was in
her twenties and early thirties?
Her own remarks on Emily Bronte are as applicable to
herself:
"Hedged about by great spaces of loneliness and
insuperable barriers of religion, in an isolated parsonage
with more of the dead than the living for neighbors .. .how
came she to comprehend the primitive brutalities and
passions, and the great truth of life that sanctifies them,
is a mystery. The knowledge could not have come from any
actual experience... She had given to her a light for the
hiddeii darkness of human nature, irrespective of her own
emotions. A lamp was set to her feet in the beginning..." (1)
Pattee has written of her:
"Her kinship is with Hawthorne rather than the realists.
Both worked in the darker materials of New ^gland Puritan-
ism; both were romancers and poets, both were seekers after
truth, and both were able to throw over their own work a
subtle atmosphere that was all their own. Hawthorne,
writing as he did in the mid-nineteenth century, in the mild
noon of later German romance, suffused his work with the
CM Fred Lewis Pattee: Introduction to A New England Nun
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rich glow that the later writer, bound by her more prosaic
times, was unable to find; she, however, equal to him in her
command of pathos and of emotional intensity, was able to
surpass him in her command of gripoing situation, and her powers
of comoelling characterization..." (l)
(1) Introduction: A New England Nun
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MARY WILKINS FREEMAN IN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Mary Wilkins Freeman belongs with those writers whose
talent, unfortunately, is inextricably bound with crudity
and blemish; and in eradicating the blemishes, the talent
is lost. With Mrs. Freeman the talent was in her intensity
and spontaneity of vision. It could not survive the
moulding and straining process of calculated art. Whether
such limitation is due to a peculiarity of temperament, or
environment, or is due to the lack of dynamic affirmation
and faith and essential youthfulness of the Puritan
tradition she was a product of, and that she tried to
record and orobe, is not the question here. Here is the
place to record merely the unfortunate fact.
Many have had great originality, and their genius has
come through without loss or dimness; perhaps it is a
question of how great the originality and the genius is.
Mrs. Freeman's was not great enough. G-reat originality
is able to make its own age.
Then, too, Mrs. Freeman's art suffers by contrast
to the work of one of her contemporaries with whom she is
often compared: Sarah Ome Jewett. Each lacked what the other
possessed. Miss Jewett lacked the intensity and depth of
Mary Wilkins Freeman her Maine villages are little
American Granfords and Mrs. Freeman certainly lacked the
polish and charm and humor of Miss Jewett. It was an
p
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Hebraic against an Hellenic mind at work on the same scene.
There is little doubt, too, that Mary Wilkins Freeman
hurt her own status by the over-balancing amount of
second-rate work she turned out.
Yet her pages have grandeur and power and depth. It
seems without reason that there should be no more mention
of her than an odd paragraph or two in the literary
histories of America; that there is no adequate critical
treatment of her works; that there is no biographical
material available; or that in the anthologies of the
American short story, she should be continually and only
represented by A New Engla nd Nun and The Revolt of*Mother*.
That her fame owes something to the long Puritan
drama before her, is unquestionable; but so is the fame of
others
.
Perhaps much of her enduring fame rests on the fact
that she mirrored and explored and probed the Puritan
mind in its decline. Her work was the back-wash, the far-off
and lost ripples of the great Puritai wave after it had
broken itself or spent itself against the New England coast*
Perhaps it is that will give her a greater place
finally than she now has. Perhaps as long as the Puritan
wave is remembered and studied, Mary Wilkins Freeman, by
her portrayals of its final day, will endure.
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Appendix 1
From PASTELS IN PROSE :
IN THE MARSH-LAND
Far over in the east is the marsh-land. Naught
passes through it hut the wind the wind bent on strange
ends or a bird winged and swift, like a soul; but there
are no souls in the marsh-land.
No foot of man sounds in the deep pools; no boat
cleaves the thick grasses. The pools gleam red; the grass
is coarse and thick as the hair of a goat; it is flung here
and there in shaggy fleeces tinged with red, as if from
slaughter. Over in the east the sun stands low; his red
rays color the mist like wine. The flags threaten in the
wind like soears, but no heroes wield them.
There is no man in the marsh-land; in whose deep pools
could be found death, whose thick grasses could moor a
boat forever. It is a lonely place, and only my thought
is there striving to oossess it all with wide vision.
Over the marsh-land stray odors from border flowers,
but there is no sense to harbor them. Over the marsh-land
the sound-waves float, but there is no tongue to awaken
them to spoech, and Vlo ear to receive them. In the marsh-
land is God, without the souls in which alone He shines
unto His own vision; in the marsh-land is God, a light
without His own darkness.
ihe marsh-land Is a lonely olace; there is no man
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there, ^nly my thought is there holding what it can en-
compass of God.
* * -jt- *
THE PRISONER
Listening to the great harmonies but half-heard,
With all earth’s beauty, darkness for the stars,
Complaining not, but like a Prisoned bird
He beats his wings against his fleshly bars.
* * * *
THE VASE
Save for the roses I am blest to hold
Sweeter than love and lovelier than the day,
If -i- were made of precious beaten gold
The gods would deem me dross to fling away.
THE LODE STAR
Imperial over all the hosts of night,
Still regnant glorious in the ordered place
*
When storms prevailed on ebon heights of space,
Invincible by power of morning light,
His Lode Star shone, and to his straining sight
The orbit gleamed of his immortal race.
Then toward that distant goal he set his face,
.t
.
.
And followed ever after with his might,
Child to the law of the celestial spheres.
And of the roses with their circling bloom---
The key-note of that choral march begun
'Mid chaos thunders, ever in his ears,
Till oast the earth-horizon of the tomb
His Lode Star led him toward the farthest Sun.
•k- * * *
CYRANO DE BERGERAC
Old hero pricked and goaded without rest
By thy sharp thorn of flesh, thou fighter born,
Fiercer for conflict when more fiercely torn.
And holding odds of self or foe the best
Of aids to conquest and thy knightly crest
Thou boaster of great powers still not foresworn, --
Thou ruler of thy love, though all lovelorn, --
There's a ooor brotherhood will hold thee blest,
Now thou hast won and passed, --who through their time
Over the candor of great souls must wear
Indignities and buffoon-masks of flesh,
tfhile oointing fools with glee-distempered stare, —
Thy action makes their comedy sublime,
Thy grave shall keep the laurels ever fresh. **
*1900
**1899
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VFRSFS FOR CHILDREN
G row -Warni ngs
No, it won't rain to-morrow*, well what if the crows
From that withered old cornfield fly,
A-cawing for rain let them caw if they like,
With all of that blue in the sky'.
Caw away, you old birds, in your rusty black cloaks
I know that you're not speaking true.
There are not enough clouds in the world in a night
To cover up all of that blue'.
A Pretty Ambition
The mackerel-man drives down the street.
With mackerel to sell,
A-calling out with lusty shout:
"Ha-il, Mack-e-rel '."
When I ' m a man I mean to drive
A wagon full of posies,
And sing so sweet to all I meet:
"Hail, Hyacinths and Roses'."
-:
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The Snowflake Tree
The hawthorn is dead, the rose-leaves have fled
On the north wind over the sea:
Now the petals will fall that are rarest of all,
Sweetheart, from the Snowflake Tree.
The Tree, it doth stand in that marvelous land
Whose shore like a sapphire gleams,
Where a crown hangs high in the northern sky,
Forth raying its golden beams.
It tosses its boughs with their crystalling blows;
They crackle and tinkle for glee
When the north wind shrieks round the awful peaks,
On the shores of the polar sea.
And never a bird its blossoms has stirred,
Or built on its branches a nest;
For the perfume which floats from the blossoms’ throats
Would freeze the song in its breast.
And my own little bird, with her goldilocks stirred
By the wind thro’ its branches which blows,
With her songs silenced all, forever would fall
Asleep on the silver snows.
But our hearth burns bright, little sweetheart, to-night
And we're far from the Snowflake Tree;
.
Thou canst nestle in bed thy little gold head.
And thy songs shall awaken with thee.
Tiger Lilies
How keepeth my lady the weeds from her posies.
All in the gay summer-time?
Why is it the rose-chafers eats not her roses
Frera the song of the lark till the four-o-clock
closes?
Five fierce lily-tigers in spotted cuirasses
She posteth at each of her green garden-passes,
And they frighten away the chafers and grasses,
All in the gay summer-time.
.-
-
At The Dreamland Gate
The winds go down in peace, dear child,
The birds are circling o'er the sea;
The Dreamland gate before thee swings
With murmar soft as drowsy bee;
Now enter in, dear child, nor fear, nor fear lest harm
should come to thee.
Beyond the gate I cannot go,
But here I’ll stand, nor stir away,
While, with the Dreamland children, thou
Shall frolic till the break of day;
Fear not to enter in, dear child; for close beside the
gate I'll stay.
And if in Dreamland's lovely woods
Some harmless giant lay in wait,
Some straggler from thy fairy tales,
He'll take to flight disconsolate
Just say, "Away', or I will tell my mother at the
i tiDreamland gate
..
.
Apoendix 11
Although no biography of Irs . Freeman has been pub-
lished, ani very little is known of her personal life, most
critics ani anthologists in their introductions to her
stories have brought out as being significant, that she was
unhapoily married.
Relatives and friends of Mrs. Freeman with whom I
have talked have denied it completely.
The only basis for the idea is the newsoaper accounts
of Dr. Freeman’s will, and the litigation that followed the
filing of it.
Dr. Freeman died in 1923. ‘here were two wills: one
drawn up in August, 1921, which left his personal estate of
! 100, 000 and an extensive coal and lumber business in
Metuchen, New Jersey, to Mrs. Freeman and his sisters; the
second will drawn in July, 1922, left .irs. Freeman the sum
of one dollar; two hundred dollars each to his sisters, and
the remainder of the estate to his chauffeur who had cared
for the aged man for the last two years of his life.
Inasmuch as the first will, drawn uo after nineteen
years of marriage, left Mrs. Freeman the bulk of the estate,
there seems to be no good reason to supoose the marriage
was unhaopy
.
His lawyer explained that Dr. Freeman had been sepa-
rated from his wife for the sixteen months prior to his
death, leaving her in the family home, and going himself to
..
.
live with the family of his chauffeur, Harry Mohring, of
Metuchen. His lawyer also stated that Dr. Freeman had
been drinking heavily ajt and following the separation.
Mrs. Freeman contested the will on the grounds that
her husband was not of sound mind and had been unduly
influenced in the last two years. In 1925 she was award
ed the bulk of the prone rty.
It would seem to be more true to say that her
marriage had an unhappy conclusion; not that she was
married unhappily. And if she were, it was late in her
life, and probably left no appreciable effect on either
her personality or her writing.
..
.
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Appendix 111 .
The Shoe Industry in Massachusetts
Many factors contributed to the sudden and amazing
transformation of many of the New England towns from a
rural and quiet farming area to the swift -moving
manufacturing center, in the decades between the Civil
War and the twentieth century.
Of the many towns experiencing this change, Randolph
was typical. It had been settled by Puritan stock from
Quincy. The first factories for making shoes were located
there, and for many years it was chief among its neighbors
but in the 'eighties, it became an economic part of
Brockton.
One of its first manufacturers was Major Amasa
Stetson, who first opened a store for the sale of retail
and ready-made boots in Boston. With him, were the
Holbrooks, from whom Miss Wilkins was descended on her
mother's side.
The sudden upswing in shoe production in Brockton
and Randolph was due to the practical application of the
sewing machine to leather work.
In Massachusetts in 1845, 45,000 people were
emplayed in the manufacture of 20,000,000 pairs of shoes;
in 1865, after the introduction of the sewing machine,
49,000 people were employed in the making of 60,000,000
pairs .
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In 1895, Brockton alone had one hundred factories;
and the names of her manufacturers were known across the
country: Keith, Douglas, etc.
With the need for more and more unskilled and semi-
skilled workers, large numbers of French, Irish, and Polish
peooles came to the shoe towns, until the old Puritan
stock was numerically small. Randolph in 1800 was comole tely
made up of Puritan immigrants; by 1890, it was predominately
Irish.
A similar change took place among the owners. The
smaller Puritan owners were driven out or merged; and
found their homes, along with many of their relations, in
the rich and vanished past. The Holbrooks, oioneers in
the develooment of the industry, were by the end of the
century, shut out of their power and affluence. The last
of the family, an aunt of Miss Wilkins, lived with her in
Randoloh.
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